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STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
STUDENT SENATE 
 
FALL 2017 REGULAR SESSION 
NOVEMBER 1ST, 2017 
TENTH LEGISLATIVE WEEK 
CALL TO ORDER 
MOMENT OF SILENCE 
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 
PUBLIC INPUT 
•  
 
NEW BUSINESS 
 
 SGB NO. 6 BY SENATORS BLACK, ET AL. A BILL TO AMEND THE STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT BYLAWS  
• QUESTION BY LANDRY, JO. – NATURE OF AMENDMENTS.  
• RESPONDED TO CHANGE THE FUNDING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE OGDEN HONORS COLLEGE COUNCIL 
• REFERRED TO RULES 
 
 SGR NO. 19 BY SENATORS MCKINNEY & WILLIAMS A RESOLUTION TO URGE AND REQUEST THE 
OFFICE OF FACILITY SERVICES TO ADD 
FEMININE PRODUCT DISPOSAL BINS IN THE 
APPROPRIATE BATHROOM STALLS ON 
CAMPUS, SPECIFICALLY OLDER BUILDINGS 
• NO QUESTIONS. 
• REFERRED TO CAS 
 
 SGR NO. 20 BY SENATORS BELL, ET AL. A RESOLUTION TO SUPPORT THE 
RENAMING OF RAPHAEL SEMMES RD. IN 
HONOR OF ERNEST NATHAN “DUTCH” 
MORIAL 
• QUESTION BY PRICE – REGARDING WHO DUTCH MORIAL IS? 
• RESPONDED FIRST AFRICAN AMERICAN TO GRADUATE FROM THE LAW SCHOOL; BUT MAY BE MOOT 
POINT, WILL BE IN TOUCH WITH FACILITY SERVICES IF STREET NAMES WILL BE NAMED AFTER PEOPLE 
• QUESTION BY IHEDORO – REGARDING THE SPECIFIC NAME OF THE STREET? 
• RESPONDED THAT IT WOULD BE SHORTENED, BUT STILL UNCERTAIN IF TO BE NAMED AFTER PEOPLE 
• QUESTION BY STIRLING – REGARDING CLARIFICATION OF NAMES 
• RESPONDED UNSURE IF FACILITY SERVICES WILL BE NAMING STREETS AFTER PEOPLE 
• REFERRED TO CAS AND SLDCO 
 
 SGR NO. 21 BY SENATOR PHILLIPS  A RESOLUTION TO URGE AND REQUEST THE 
LOUISIANA DEPARTMENT OF 
TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
(DOTD) TO REPAIR THE BRIDGE ON SOUTH 
CAMPUS DR. LEADING TO WEST 
LAKESHORE DR. 
• NO QUESTIONS 
• REFERRED TO CAS 
 
COMMITTEE REPORTS 
 
 ACADEMIC AFFAIRS  SENATOR BORNE STIRLING 
• NO LEGISLATION, DISCUSSED INITIATIVES 
• ASH COMMITTEE PASSED THE CHANGES TO ALLOW 12 HOURS TO MAKE DEAN’S AND PRESIDENT’S 
LISTS. ALSO, AMENDED SUMMER REQUIREMENT TO ONLY 6 HOURS. 
• IF HAVE QUESTIONS FOR ERICA TO ASK FACULTY AND STAFF, PLEASE TEXT HER 
 
 
 BUDGET AND APPROPRIATIONS  SENATOR RILEY 
• HEARD 3 FINANCE BILLS, ALL PASSED FAVORABLY TO THE FLOOR 
• LEGISLATION REGARDING CONTRAFLOW BUSSES, PASSED 8-1-4 
• FUNDING MICROWAVES 12-0-1 
• TRAVEL FOR GRADUATE STUDENT 10-0-1 
• FUNDING REPORT WILL BE UPLOADED TO BA FILE IN ONEDRIVE, IF INTERESTED 
 
 CAMPUS AFFAIRS AND SUSTAINABILITY  SENATOR ELLIS GREEN 
• HAD JOINT CASLDCO MEETING, ONE AMENDMENT MADE, WHICH SEPARATED LEGISLATION FROM THE 
CURRENT PIECE IN UNFINISHED BUSINESS AND THAT PIECE NOW IN NEW BUSINESS 
• PASSED 20-0-0 
• TALKED ABOUT INITIATIVES, HAVE 4 BILLS COMING THROUGH NEXT WEEK, LOOK OUT FOR BEING A 
PROXY IF NEEDED 
 
PT. OF PERSONAL PRIVILEGE: GUO,  ???, PHILLIPS,  
  
 STUDENT AUXILIARIES AND SERVICES  SENATOR AU. GRASHOFF EL-RACHIDI 
• HEARD SGR, PASSED UNANIMOUSLY, YOU’LL HEAR ABOUT IT IN UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
• ADMINISTRATION HAS DECIDED TO IMPLEMENT TO-GO BOXES FOR THE MAGNOLIA ROOM 
• FOR INITIATIVE REGARDING TAPINGO WAS DENIED – ONES NOT ON IT ARE NOT ABLE TO 
• C STORE HOURS, LOOKING AT CHANGING THOSE – ADJUSTING SO THAT HOURS MAY BE TAKEN OFF OF THE 
EARLY MORNING AND ADDED ONTO THE AFTERNOON 
• LOOKING AT GETTING A NEW SANDWICH PRESSER AT ON THE GEAUX 
• LOOKING INTO CAREERS TO GEAUX BECAUSE THEY REMOVED RESUME BUILDER 
 
 STUDENT LIFE, DIVERSITY AND COMMUNITY OUTREACH SENATOR PERKINS 
• JOINT COMMITTEE MEETING (CASLDCO) TALKED ABOUT BY GREEN 
• WORKING ON DOING A TABLE SIT IN FRONT OF THE SENATE OFFICE BY THE CAREER CENTER 
• WE WILL BE HAVING MORE HIGH SCHOOL VISITS, BECAUSE IT WAS SO SUCCESSFUL. BE ON THE LOOKOUT 
FOR THOSE NEXT SEMESTER 
• THE THIRD SO POINT IS DUE THIS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3RD 
 
 RULES  SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE HUNT 
• HAD COMMITTEE UPDATES, AND TALKED INITIATIVES 
• EXCITED TO HAVE LEGISLATION THIS WEEK 
  
EXECUTIVE OFFICER REPORTS 
• NO REPORTS 
 
JUDICIAL OFFICER REPORTS 
• NO REPORTS 
 
UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
  
 
 SGFB NO. 4 BY SENATOR HURLEY A FINANCE BILL TO ALLOCATE EIGHTY-
FIVE DOLLARS AND ZERO CENTS ($85.00) 
FROM THE LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVES 
ACCOUNT TO FUND ONE (1) MICROWAVE 
FOR MIDDLETON LIBRARY 
• OPENING COMMENTS: TWO YEARS AGO, BILL PASSED TO INSERT TWO MICROWAVES, BUT ONE HAS 
BROKEN, SO THIS WILL BE TO REPLACE THE BROKEN ONE. MICROWAVE BROKE BECAUSE SOMEONE USED 
FOIL IN IT, SO TO PREVENT DESTRUCTION OF ANOTHER, WE WILL HAVE A SIGN. 
• NO QUESTIONS 
• DEBATE: 
o CHALPIN: (UNBIASED COMMITTEE REPORT) SOME QUESTIONS REGARDING MODEL AND VENDOR, 
ALSO REGARDING COST, WHICH WERE ANSWERED BY HAVING THE SPECIFIC VENDOR. (BIASED) 
DOESN’T SEE A REASON THIS SHOULDN’T PASS, THINKS IT IS BENEFICIAL, HOPES DEBATED 
DOESN’T GET TOO ~HEATED~…*BA DUM TSS* 
▪ QUESTION BY JOYNER: REGARDING BRAND OF MICROWAVE 
▪ SENATOR IHEDORO FOR POINT OF CLARIFICATION: OSTER BRAND 
• CLOSING COMMENTS: AMAZON REVIEWS SAY THEY LOOK GOOD ON COUNTER, ARE TOP NOTCH, AND DO A 
WONDERFUL JOB. URGE FAVORABLE PASSAGE. 
• MOVE INTO VOTE-UP VOTE. 
• WITH 100% IN FAVOR SGFB NO. 4 PASSES 
 
 SGFB NO. 5 BY SENATOR PRICE A FINANCE BILL TO ALLOCATE ONE 
THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS AND 
ZERO CENTS ($1,200.00) FROM THE 
LEGISLATIVE CONTINGENCY ACCOUNT TO 
FUND A GRADUATE STUDENT'S TRAVEL TO 
THE TRB ANNUAL MEETING 
• OPENING COMMENTS: THIS CONFERENCE WILL BE HELD IN DC, THINKS IT WOULD BE GREAT 
OPPORTUNITY YIELD TO SOGAND 
• PHD STUDENT IN JUNIOR YEAR. SUBMITTED 3 PAPERS TO TRB, AND GOT ACCEPTED AND INVITED TO 
ATTEND. UNFORTUNATELY, ADVISOR LEFT LSU THIS SUMMER, SO UNABLE TO SUPPLEMENT THE TRIP 
FOR TRB. WILL BE THE ONLY FEMALE GRADUATE STUDENT ATTENDING FROM LSU, WILL HAVE 
OPPORTUNITY TO NETWORK AND COMMUNICATE WITH OTHER STUDENTS FROM OTHER INSTITUTIONS, 
AND TO BRING BACK KNOWLEDGE TO HERE. 
• QUESTION BY BELL: DID YOU KNOW STARTING NEXT SEMESTER YOU’LL BE ABLE TO GET BUSINESS CARDS 
FOR THESE CONFERENCES? 
• QUESTION BY STRILING: WHY NOT PSIF OR ORF?  
o POINT OF CLARIFICATION BY RILEY; DOESN’T QUALIFY, BECAUSE TRAVEL, AND GRAD STUDENT; 
GRAD ORF ONLY FUNDS UP TO $200 FOR OUT OF STATE TRAVEL. 
• QUESTION BY PERKINS: CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT YOUR RESEARCH? 
o RELATED TO PROPOSING MODELS OF CARS, YEARS AND CRASHES, RELATING TO ALERTS TO 
DRIVERS FROM VEHICLES ABOUT SAFETY. 
• DEBATE BY CHALPIN: COMMITTEE REPORT – 12-0-1, LOOKS GOOD ON LSU’S PART TO HAVE 
REPRESENTATIVE AT THIS; COMMITTEE WAS PRETTY UNANIMOUS. 
• DEBATE BY LANDRY, JO. : LSU IS GOOD RESEARCH UNIVERSITY, A LOT OF THIS IS DONE BY DOCTORAL 
STUDENTS. THIS RESEARCH SENT OUT THROUGH ACADEMIC JOURNALS. ATTENDING A CONFERENCE LIKE 
THIS WILL GET NAME OUT THERE TO HELP ENSURE THE WORK WILL SHOW UP IN ACADEMIC JOURNALS. 
ALSO, MANY JOURNALS ARE PRINTED BY GROUPS THAT PUT ON THESE CONFERENCES, SO THINKS IT IS OF 
THE UTMOST IMPORTANCE THAT SHE ATTEND THIS CONFERENCE. STRONGLY URGES FAVORABLE 
PASSAGE. 
• DEBATE BY ALLMON: IF ANYONE WAS WORRIED ABOUT THE FUNDING, BEING FROM THE DC AREA, THIS 
HAS BEEN GAUGED VERY CHEAPLY FOR BEING IN DC, APPRECIATE THAT THE LOW COSTS WERE FOUND. 
URGE FAVORABLE PASSAGE. 
• DEBATE BY DUPLESSIS: IN FAVOR OF THIS, BUT WISHING WE WERE SENDING MORE THAN ONE STUDENT. 
IT IS A LOT OF MONEY FOR AN INDIVIDUAL, BUT STILL IN FAVOR. 
• DEBATE BY BAHM: KNOWS THIS CONFERENCE WILL DO WONDERFUL THINGS, VERY IMPORTANT FOR HER 
TO BE ABLE TO ATTEND. DEFINITELY IN FAVOR. 
• CLOSING COMMENTS: PREVIOUS SPEAKERS HIT THE NAIL ON THE HEAD ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS 
CONFERENCE, THINKS IT WOULD BE VERY BENEFICIAL TO PASS THIS TO ALLOW HER TO ATTEND. URGE 
FAVORABLE PASSAGE. 
• MOVE INTO VOTE-UP VOTE. 
• WITH 98% IN FAVOR, SGFB NO. 5 PASSES. 
 
 
 SGFB NO. 3 BY SENATORS CHEATWOOD & B. LANDRY A FINANCE BILL TO ALLOCATE A 
MAXIMUM OF ONE THOUSAND THREE 
HUNDRED EIGHTY DOLLARS AND ZERO 
CENTS ($1,380.00) FROM THE STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT CONTINGENCY ACCOUNT 
TO FUND THE CONTRAFLOW POST-GAME 
BUS SERVICE  
• OPENING COMMENTS: WE’VE IDENTIFIED PROBLEM THAT WE SEE STUDENTS LEAVING EARLY TO BEAT 
TRAFFIC, SO FUNDING THE BUSSES WILL HELP STUDENTS GET HOME AVOIDING TRAFFIC AND ALSO STAY 
THE ENTIRE GAME. WE’D LIKE TO FUND THE BUS FOR THE ARKANSAS GAME. EXEC BRANCH REACHED 
OUT, AS THEY HAVE FUNDED PREVIOUS GAMES. THE BUSSES WILL NOT CHARGE ANY ADDITIONAL MONEY 
FOR STUDENTS TO RIDE. 
• QUESTION BY GREEN: WILL THERE BE MORE IN FUTURE, AND IF SO, HOW WILL FUND THESE? 
o ANSWERED BY CHEATWOOD: HOPING THEY’LL CONTINUE TO BE FUNDED IN FUTURE, BUT 
UNSURE OF THE MEANS. THIS WILL BE LAST GAME OF BUSSES, SINCE A&M GAME OCCURS DURING 
A HOLIDAY. HOPING TO SEE THE PROGRAM CONTINUE IN THE FUTURE 
• QUESTION BY ERNIE: HOW MANY BUSSES IS THIS FUNDING? 
o YIELD TO RENE: 3 BUSSES 
• QUESTION BY DUPLESSIS: DO YOU THINK EARLY TIME OF THE GAME WILL IMPACT INCREASED NEED OF 
THEM FOR STUDENTS? 
o YIELD TO RENE: ABSOLUTELY 
• QUESTIONS BY MARTIN, M: THE COURT RULED WE CAN CHARGE ADMISSION FEE, BUT WE ARE NOT GOING 
TO? 
o PETIT:  CORRECT, WE WONT BE CHARGING ADDITIONAL FEES 
• MARTIN: IS IT FINANCIALLY RESPONSIBLE TO CONTINUE TO FUND A PROGRAM THAT WE HAVE FOUND TO 
BE NOT PROFITABLE? 
o PETIT: OVER LONG RUN, NO, BUT FOR THIS GAME, WE’D STILL LIKE TO SEE THESE HAPPEN, 
BECAUSE STUDENTS WOULD LIKE TO HAVE THIS PROGRAM 
• QUESTION BY STIRLING: FUNDING FOR THE FUTURE? 
o PETIT: HOPING TO SEE IT PICKED UP IN FUTURE; CHEATWOOD: KNOWS LSU PERCEPTIVE TO THE 
IDEA OF FUNDING THIS IN THE FUTURE 
• STIRLING: ARE THEY REALLY OPEN TO FUNDING IT? WHEN? 
o PETIT: WE REALLY NEED TO IMPROVE ADVERTISING FOR THE BUSSES, BECAUSE STUDENTS WHO 
HAVE USED THEM PROVIDED POSITIVE FEEDBACK, SO STUDENTS ARE LIKING AND USING THESE. 
• QUESTION BY JOYNER: DO YOU THINK EARLY START TIME AND END TIME FOR ARKANSAS THAT THIS 
MIGHT BE NAIL IN COFFIN? 
o PETIT: MAYBE SO, WE THINK MORE STUDENTS WILL USE THEM FOR THE ARKANSAS GAME 
• QUESTION BY MCKINNEY: DO YOU HAVE STATISTICS FOR THE BUSSES USE AND GAME? 
o LANDRY, B: OVER 100 STUDENTS REGISTERED, LESS THAN REGISTERED SHOWED UP, BUT SOME 
UNREGISTERED ALSO RODE. 
o PETIT: WOULD LIKE ALL SG INVOLVED IN HELPING IMPROVE ADVERTISING 
• QUESTION BY MARTIN: IF WE DON’T HAVE STATS, HOW DO WE KNOW STUDENTS REALLY DO WANT TO 
USE THIS? 
o PETIT: WHEN STUDENTS USE IT, LIKE IT. 
o LANDRY, B: EACH TIME WE HAVE IT, CHARGING ADMISSION, LESS AND LESS IN DEBT, SO WE ARE 
IMPROVING. BUT WITHOUT ADMISSION, NOT SURE. 
• MARTIN: HOW MANY STUDENTS WOULD WE NEED TO USE THIS PROGRAM TO BREAK EVEN? 
o (DIVIDE TOTAL BY 5, ~200+ STUDENTS) 
• QUESTION BY BLACK: HOW MANY STUDENTS CAN EACH BUS HOLD? 
o PETIT: EACH BUS HOLDS ABOUT 55-60 PEOPLE 
• QUESTION BY PHILLIPS:  
• QUESTION BY STIRLING: DO YOU THINK THAT FUNDING A BUS FOR ARKANSAS GAME MAY GIVE US 
SKEWED DATA, BECAUSE THE GAME IS AT AN OBSCURE TIME, IT MAY NOT ACCURATELY REPRESENT THE 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS THAT MAY TYPICALLY USE THIS? 
o CHEATWOOD: I THINK THAT YES, WEIRD TIME, BUT I BELIEVE THIS IS OUR LAST SHOT – HOPING 
THAT NEXT YEAR THE BUSSES WILL BE FUNDED BY LSU. 
• QUESTION BY ELLIS: DO YOU KNOW WHO PROPOSED THE INITIATIVE INITIALLY? 
o PETIT: EXEC PROPOSED IT LAST YEAR 
• QUESTION BY RILEY: DO YOU HAVE STUDENT SURVEY FEEDBACK? 
o PETIT: YES, ENJOYED BUSSES, THINK IT WOULD BE GREAT. 
• QUESTION BY PRICE: ARE BUSSES TO GET STUDENTS HOME OR TO BARS? BECAUSE ROUTE LOOKS SKEWED.. 
o PETIT: TO HELP GET STUDENTS HOME SAFELY 
• QUESTION BY BAHM: HAVE YOU BEEN IN CONTACT WITH ATHLETICS ABOUT THIS? 
o PETIT: TRYING TO GET ATHLETICS ON BOARD, LIKE IDEA 
• QUESTION BY PORCHE: HAVE YOU THOUGHT ABOUT ADVERTISING TO STUDENTS COMFORTABLE RIDING 
THE BUSSES, ON THE BUS HANDLE THINGS? 
o PETIT: I THINK THAT’S A GREAT IDEA 
• QUESTION BY BELL 
• PPP: SENATOR WARRYN PRESENT 
• QUESTION: HOW THIS GAME WOULD WE ADVERTISE BETTER? 
o CHEATWOOD: IF WE ALL GOT BEHIND IT, I THINK WE COULD MAKE IT VERY SUCCESSFUL, WE 
REALLY NEED TO STEP IT UP 
• QUESTION BY DUPRE: IS THIS NEW RE-INVIGORATED KIND OF PUSH? OR SAME KIND OF IDEA THAT WE’VE 
BEEN USING FOR OTHER GAMES? WHERE WE LIKE TO PUSH IT OUT, BUT HAS ONLY BEEN SEMI-SUCCESSFUL. 
o PETIT: METHOD OF OUTREACH GENERALLY THE SAME, BUT HOPING TO REACH MORE STUDENTS 
o CHEATWOOD: WITH SENATE FUNDING AND BACKING, THEN HOPING THAT WE WILL ALL BE ABLE 
TO REACH OUT TO MORE STUDENTS, THINKS ITLL BE A GAME CHANGER IN ADVERTISING. 
• QUESTION BY WARREN: AS MASS COMM MAJOR, DON’T YOU THINK YOUD BE ABLE TO COME UP WITH GOOD 
WAY TO ADVERTISE TO STUDENTS? 
o CHEATWOOD: YEAH, BROADCAST EMAILS WILL REACH ALL STUDENTS, SOMETHING LIKE THAT 
WOULD BE VERY EFFICIENT AND EASY. MORE SO ON UNIVERSITY SIDE OF IT, AS OPPOSED TO 
WHAT WE CAN DO. 
• SENATOR ELLIS MOVES TO EXTEND QUESTIONING BY 10 MIN 
• QUESTION BY PHILLIPS (SERIES): IN REGARDS TO PEOPLE WHO HAVENT RIDDEN BUS, HAVE YOU 
SURVEYED STUDENTS? COULD YOU? 
o PETIT: I THINK THAT’D BE GREAT TO GAUGE INTEREST 
• PHILLIPS: SAW A ROUTE BY THE STERLING, BUT DIDN’T SEE A STOP THERE. IS THAT BECAUSE CLOSE 
PROXIMITY? 
o PETIT: THINK WE COULD CONSIDER ADDING A STOP FOR SURE, PROBABLY WAS OVERLOOKED. 
• QUESTION: AWARE OF OTHER SEC SCHOOLS THAT DO THIS PROGRAM? 
o ANSWER: UNCERTAIN 
• QUESTION BY MCKINNEY: WHAT IS PROCESS FOR RIDING? 
o PETIT: REGISTER, INFORMED OF TIME AND LOCATION, ARRIVE AND CHECK IN, THEN BOARD AND 
GO. 
• DEBATE BY CHALPIN: VOTE 8-1-4.  A LOT DISCUSSED, THOSE IN FAVOR SAID SG IS SEEN AS ONE, AND IF 
EXEC UNABLE TO FUND, SENATE SHOULD PICK IT UP. THOSE AGAINST FELT PROGRAM WAS POORLY 
MANAGED. 
• DEBATE BY BELL: I AM IN FAVOR. I THINK IT WAS POORLY MANAGED, BUT IS DEFINITELY IMPROVING. 
FAIRCLOTH APPROACHED ME WITH IDEA LAST YEAR, WROTE FIRST FINANCE BILL FOR THEM, I THINK IT IS 
CATCHING ON. THINK THIS IS AN IMPORTANT STEP, FUNDING THESE AGAIN. PROGRAM MOVING IN 
POSITIVE DIRECTION. 
• DEBATE BY PRICE: I AM AGAINST THIS, BECAUSE LAST NIGHT IN COMMITTEE, TOLD RENE COULD ANSWER 
QUESTIONS, BUT HE WASN’T ABLE TO ANSWER THE QUESTIONS. I THINK THIS IS A BAR BUS, WE SHOULD 
JUST CALL IT THAT. ROUTES GO RIGHT BY TIGERLAND AND DON’T STOP AT SOME OF THE APARTMENT 
COMPLEXES. TAKE NO QUESTIONS. 
• DEBATE BY MARTIN: I THINK A SENATOR HAS BEEN VERY WELL SPOKEN IN ADVISING ABOUT USING 
CAUTION IN FUNDING PILOT PROGRAMS. THIS PROGRAM IS NOW 2 YEARS OLD, DOESN’T REALLY SEEM 
LIKE A PILOT ANY MORE. WAS IN FAVOR FOR IT PREVIOUSLY, THINK THAT IT WAS A WONDERFUL IDEA, 
BUT THINK AFTER THIS TIME, STUDENTS HAVE EXPRESSED THEY DON’T WANT THIS. 
• DEBATE BY DUPLESSIS: ALSO VOTING AGAINST THIS. THINK ARKANSAS GAME IS A SET UP TO FAIL. THINK 
ONLY WAY IT WOULDN’T, IS IF WE BEAT BAMA THIS COMING WEEKEND (OUR ODDS OF WINNING ARE 7%) 
AND I’M AN OPTIMIST. THINK THIS WILL NOT DO WELL, WILL NOT SHOW NUMBERS TO PROVE TO 
UNIVERSITY THAT THIS IS WORTH IT. 
o QUESTION BY DUPRE: ARE YOU TRUE LSU FAN? 
▪ DUP: YES, HAHA. 
o DUPRE: IF THIS IS BROUGHT BACK UP, NEXT WEDNESDAY AFTER THE BAMA GAME, WOULD THAT 
ALLOW ENOUGH TIME TO FUND THE ARKANSAS GAME? 
▪ PETIT: YES 
o QUESTION BY STIRLING: IF WE DON’T FUND THIS, THEN WHAT DOES FUTURE OF THIS PROGRAM 
LOOK LIKE? 
▪ YIELD TO AUTHOR. CHEATWOOD: RENE AND EXEC WANT THIS TO CONTINUE. FUTURE 
FOR IT IS UNCLEAR, BECAUSE OF FUNDING. BECAUSE IT IS PILOT PROGRAM THAT HAS 
BEEN FAILING. I THINK THAT’S THE FAULT OF MANAGING AND ADVERTISING, THINK CAN 
IMPROVE 
• DEBATE BY SPT HUNT: LOTS OF CONVERSATION ABOUT SOME CONFUSING STUFF. I TEXTED ZACK. LAST 
YEAR HE VETOED LEGISLATION TO FUND BUSSES FOR A DAY GAME, BECAUSE DIDN’T THINK THERE WOULD 
BE GOOD TURN OUT. 
o QUESTION BY PORCHE: SO WHAT HAPPENED? 
o HUNT: BUSSES WERE GOING TO BE FUNDED, GAME GOT MOVED TO DAY GAME, SO ZACK VETOED 
• DEBATE BY JOYNER: THINK IF WE DO PILOT TEST, AND SENATE WILL DO FUNDING, THINK IT WOULD BE 
WISE FOR SENATE TO WAIT UNTIL NEXT YEAR, AT A TYPICAL GAME (6 AT NIGHT). PEOPLE WILL NOT BE 
LOOKING TO GO HOME AT 2:30 IN THE AFTERNOON, SO NEXT YEAR I THINK WOULD BE A BETTER TIME 
FOR THIS. 
• DEBATE BY MCKINNEY: PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT – TO CHANGE ARKANSAS GAME TO TEXAS A & M 
GAME. MAIN REASON: ARKANSAS GAME WOULD BE BAD FOR THIS PROGRAM BECAUSE OF GAME TIME, AND 
ALSO THE TEXAS A&M GAME WOULD GIVE US MORE TIME.  
o AMENDMENT DEEMED HOSTILE: (CHEATWOOD) WHEN EXEC REACHED OUT TO US, THEY 
SPECIFICALLY REQUESTED IT BE FOR ARKANSAS. IF THIS LEGISLATION DOESN’T PASS, I THINK 
LEGISLATION SHOULD BE WRITTEN REGARDING THE A&M GAME. BUT BECAUSE I AS WELL AS 
EXEC WOULD LIKE TO CONSIDER THIS SPECIFIC GAME, THEN COULD WRITE NEW LEGISLATION. 
o QUESTION BY ALLMON (FOR MCKINNEY): DO YOU THINK A&M ALSO WOULDN’T BE A GOOD 
GAME BECAUSE APPRX. HALF OF THE STUDENTS ARE OFF CAMPUS AWAY ON HOLIDAY? 
▪ MCKINNEY: WELL, WE TYPICALLY HAVE A PRETTY GOOD TURN OUT. 
o QUESTION BY EL-RACHIDI: DOES PETIT THINK THIS IS HOSTILE? 
▪ PETIT: IT IS THEIR LEGISLATION , THEY ARE AGAINST IT AND SAID IT BEST. 
o DEBATE ON AMENDMENT BY MARTIN: GAME TIME DETERMINED 2 WEEKS BEFORE GAME. WE 
TYPICALLY DO NOT HAVE MORE THAN ONE DAY GAME IN A YEAR, BUT HEY, MAYBE THIS YEAR IT 
COULD BE. IF ONLY REASON WE’RE DOING THIS IS FOR A NIGHT GAME, AND WE DON’T KNOW IF 
THE NEW GAME WOULD BE A NIGHT GAME OR NOT, THEN THINK THIS CHANGE IS UNNECESSARY. 
AGAINST AMENDMENT. 
o DEBATE ON AMENDMENT BY DUPLESSIS: IN FAVOR OF AMENDMENT, BECAUSE A&M IS 
CONSIDERED RIVALRY GAME, HAD LOTS OF ATTENDANCE LAST TIME WE PLAYED A&M. WOULD 
LIKE TO SEE TURN OUT OF NIGHT GAME. 
o CLOSING COMMENTS (MCKINNEY)  I THINK IT IS GREAT PROGRAM AND WE SHOULD FUND IT, 
BUT I BELIEVE THAT A&M WOULD ALLOW BETTER OPPORTUNITY FOR THE PROGRAM TO 
SUCCEED 
o CLOSING COMMENTS (CHEATWOOD) I’M OKAY IF IT’S A&M, BUT SAME BOAT, THANKSGIVING, 
DIFFERENT VARIATION (ONE GAME IS A DAY GAME, ONE GAME IS HOLIDAY),  I’D LIKE FOR THE 
CURRENT LEGISLATION TO BE VOTED ON. REGARDING OTHER GAME CAN BE CONSIDERED AT 
DIFFERENT POINT. (LANDRY, B) DON’T THINK A&M WOULD BE GOOD FOR THE NUMBERS 
EITHER. 
o ENTER VOICE VOTE ON AMENDMENT 
o DIVISION CALLED 
o ENTER STANDING VOTE 
o WITH STANDING VOTE SHOWING AGAINST AMENDMENT, THE AMENDMENT FAILS 
• DEBATE BY LANDRY, JO. : LIVE OFF CAMPUS, IN AREA THAT IS NOT COVERED BY THE PRESENT ROUTE. SO 
UNDERSTAND WHAT IT’D BE LIKE TO WALK/DRIVE THROUGH EVERYTHING AFTER SATURDAY GAME. 
UNDERSTAND HOW IMPORTANT THE PROGRAM MAY BE. BUT, BILL SEEMS TO BE DOUBLE POISON PILL: 
SEEMS EXEC IS OFF-LOADING THIS ON US (WHETHER THEY ARE OR NOT, SEEMS THAT WAY); SECONDLY, 
THIS IS AN 11AM GAME; AS EARLY AS A KICK-OFF GETS FOR A NATIONALLY TELEVISED GAME – IT STARTS 
BEFORE LUNCHTIME. IF GOAL IS TO GET MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS HOME SAFELY, I DON’T THINK 
THIS LEGISLATION DOES THIS. IF WE PASS THIS LEGISLATION,  WE’RE PLAYING RUSSIAN ROULLETTE WITH 
THIS PROGRAM. I AM VOTING AGAINST THIS, I HOPE YOU DO, TOO. 
• CLOSING COMMENTS: (CHEATWOOD) THE PURPOSE OF CONTRAFLOW BUSSES GIVES STUDENTS SAFE WAY 
TO GET HOME, REGARDLESS OF TIME. THINK PROGRAM IS GREAT, BUT DO THINK IT CAN BE IMPROVED. 
THAT IS PROBLEM TO TACKLE OUTSIDE OF THIS LEGISLATION. THIS WASN’T ‘THROWN’ ON US, EXEC IS NOT 
MAKING US DO THIS, WE’D LIKE TO – THINK ITS OUR DUTY TO, NOW, SINCE EXEC IS NO LONGER ABLE TO. I 
DO SEE THAT THIS GAME MAY NOT BE BEST GAME BC ANALYTICS, BUT IF 12 PPL GO TO GAME, I’D STILL 
LIKE TO PROVIDE A SAFE WAY FOR THOSE 12 PEOPLE TO MAKE IT HOME. EVEN IF ATTENDANCE AND 
RIDERSHIP IS LOW, WE STILL HAVE ATTENDANCE AND RIDERSHIP. (LANDRY, B) DITTO, A LOT OF WHAT HE 
SAID APPLIES. COMING FROM CAS I THINK THIS APPLIES, AS HELPING STUDENTS, OF ANY NUMBER, BE 
SAFER. YES, NOT MAKING MONEY ON THIS, BUT MONEY SHOWING THAT MORE AND MORE STUDENTS IN 
FAVOR OF THIS PROGRAM. HOPING THAT SG WONT NEED TO FUND THIS, LSU MAY ROLL OVER HOURS 
BUSSES NEED, PUT THIS ON REGULAR SCHEDULE. (PETIT) THANK YOU ALL SO MUCH FOR TAKING THE 
TIME TO CONSIDER THIS, IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS/CONCERNS REGARDING PARKING AND 
TRANSPORTATION; I HAVE WEEKLY MEETINGS AND WOULD LOVE TO HAVE YOUR INPUT, HEAR YOUR 
IDEAS. THANKS AGAIN. 
• ENTER VOTE-UP VOTE 
• WITH 18% IN FAVOR, SGFB NO. 3 FAILS. 
 
 SGR NO. 15 BY SENATOR BELL A RESOLUTION TO SUPPORT DIVERSITY IN 
THE NAMING OF UNIVERSITY FACILITIES 
AND ACADEMIC UNITS AS TO REFLECT THE 
STUDENT BODY AND THE STATE 
• OPENING COMMENTS:  (BELL) AS PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED, I THINK THIS IS IMPORTANT STEP FOR OUR 
UNIVERSITY TO MAKE. HAVING SG SUPPORT OF THIS WOULD REALLY SEND A POSITIVE MESSAGE. THERE 
WAS AN AMENDMENT MADE IN COMMITTEE, SO NOW IT SIMPLY READS TO SUPPORT CHANGES TO 
PROMOTE DIVERSITY, BUT DOES NOT INCLUDE THE SPECIFIC NAME CHANGE OF RAPHAEL SEMMES TO 
DUTCH MORIAL. AT LSU, OUR STUDENT BODY IS DIVERSE, OPEN, WELCOMING. WANT ALL TIGERS TO 
FEEL SAFE, AND REPRESENTED. AS SEEN NATIONALLY, WHEN PPL SEEN TO HAVE BAD HISTORY, WE DO 
WHAT WE CAN TO CORRECT IT – MANY FACILITIES NAMED AFTER PEOPLE WITH TROUBLED PAST, SO 
CHANGING THESE NAMES TO REFLECT SUCCESSFUL INDIVIDUALS ASSOCIATED WITH LSU WHO BELIEVE IN 
EQUALITY, DIVERSITY, AND NOTHING REGARDING DEGRADATION OR DISCRIMINATION. I THINK RENEW 
LSU HAS DONE A GREAT JOB OPENING UP THE CONVERSATION, CHECK OUT WEBSITE, REALLY HOPE TO SEE 
THIS SUPPORTED. 
(MARTIN) THANKS AGAIN, RENEW LSU FOR OPENING CONVERSATION, HAPPY TO BE WORKING WITH YOU, 
THINK PUSH FOR DIVERSITY IS IMPORTANT 
(RYAN) DEFINITELY IMPORTANT TO SUPPORT DIVERSIFICATION OF CAMPUS AND NAMES 
• QUESTION BY PHILLIPS: HOW WOULD WE HANDLE PUSH BACK THAT OTHER ORGANIZATIONS MAY HAVE 
TO LOSING NAMES OF SOME INDIVIDUALS? 
o BELL: I THINK THE NAMING COMMITTEE WOULD HANDLE IT. A CIVIL DEBATE WOULD ALLOW 
DISCUSSION TO OCCUR, BUT NAMING COMMITTEE,  
• QUESTION BY MARTIN, IS: IF THIS BILL FAILS, FOR SOME REASON, WILL OTHER LEGISLATION STILL GO 
THROUGH? 
o MARTIN, M: YES, OTHER LEGISLATION SEPARATE, NOT DEPENDENT ON THIS. 
• QUESTION: THIS BILL JUST IN SUPPORT, NOT ACTUALLY CHANGING ANYTHING, CORRECT? 
o MARTIN, M: CORRECT 
• DEBATE BY PERKINS (FOR CASLDCO) THIS LEGISLATION PASSED 20-0-0. ONLY ‘CON’ DEBATE WAS JUST 
REGARDING THE BILL PRIOR TO THE AMENDMENTS. THE REMOVED SECTIONS ARE RELATING TO THE 
LEGISLATION COMING THROUGH NEXT WEEK. ONCE THOSE WERE REMOVED, PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. 
• DEBATE BY DUPLESSIS: IN SUPPORT OF THIS, STRONGLY. ALSO THINK THAT RENEW SHOULD LOOK NOT 
ONLY LOOK AT CONFEDERATE SOLDIERS, BUT ALSO ANYONE WITH NEGATIVE PAST, AS A BUILDING IS 
NAMED AFTER SOMEONE WHO LYNCHED SICILIANS 
o QUESTION: WHICH BUILDING? 
▪ PARKER 
o QUESTION: SO YOU ARE IN FAVOR? 
▪ THAT IS CORRECT 
o QUESTION: WOULD YOU LIKE TO MAKE AN AMENDMENT TO REFLECT THAT? 
▪ I THINK LEGISLATION DOES FINE JOB OF EXPRESSING POSITIVE VIEW 
• DEBATE BY LANDRY, B: I AM IN FAVOR OF REMOVING NAMES OF THOSE WHO WERE SPECIFICALLY HARSH, 
I APPRECIATE THE EXPANDING OF DIVERSITY IN NAMES. BUT I WORRY ABOUT WHERE THIS MAY LEAD, 
HOW IT MAY TURN INTO A WITCH HUNT, AS ALMOST EVERY SINGLE PERSON MAY HAVE SKELETONS IN 
THEIR CLOSET. AN INDIVIDUAL DUTCH MORIAL WAS EVEN EXPRESSED POORLY IN TERMS OF HIS 
CHARACTER 
o QUESTION BY PHILLIPS: DO YOU SUPPORT DIVERSIFICATION, AND UNDERSTAND THAT ACTIONS 
ARE DIFFERENT THAN OPINION OF CHARACTER, CORRECT?  
▪ YES, I DO THINK THAT SOME SHOULD BE REMOVED, AND YES, I SUPPOSE NOT EXACTLY 
COMPARABLE 
• DEBATE BY DUPRE: I THINK IT WOULD BE GREAT FOR ALL OF THESE TO BE REVIEWED, BUT DO THINK 
THAT THE HISTORY OF THE PERSON SHOULD BE RELATED TO THE AREAS OF CAMPUS IMPACTED. THINK 
SOMEONE WITH LSU MILITARY HISTORY SHOULD REPLACE SEMMES, INSTEAD OF MORIAL, BC OF PARADE 
GROUND 
o QUESTION BY MCKINNEY: WELL SEMMES ALSO GOES BY AFRICAN AMERICAN CULTURAL CENTER, 
LAW SCHOOL, AND FREE SPEECH ALLEY 
▪ AH, YES. BUT NO MILITARY HISTORY 
▪ POINT OF CLARIFICATION BY PRICE: HE WAS A SIGNALLING OFFICER 
o NOT IMPORTANT TO THIS LEGISLATION 
o QUESTION BY CHEATWOOD: IS THIS A BLANK CHECK OF SUPPORT, OF SORTS? SAYING THAT 
RENEW IS GOING TO BE BACKED BY SENATE NO MATTER WHAT THEY WANT TO REDO THE 
NAMES? 
▪ YIELD TO BELL: NAMES ULTIMATELY DECIDED BY UNIVERSITY AND COMMITTEE 
o CHEATWOOD: YES, BUT IS THE NEXT PIECE OF LEGISLATION ESSENTIALLY REDUNDANT? AS IT 
THEN OPENS THE DOOR FOR US TO HAVE THE DEBATE ON LEGISLATION REGARDING RENAMING 
EVERY FEW WEEKS? 
▪ YIELD TO BELL: NOT REDUNDANT, THIS IS SUPPORTING DIVERSIFICATION, NOT SPECIFIC 
NAME CHANGES 
o QUESTION BY CHALPIN: SO, IS THIS A BLANK CHECK [OF SUPPORT FROM SENATE]? 
▪ YIELD TO BELL: DON’T THINK SO, SINCE THIS REALLY DOES JUST SHOW THAT SENATE IS 
OPEN TO THE DIVERSIFYING OF THE NAMING OF LSU FACILITIES 
• DEBATE BY MCKINNEY: REVIEW OF STATISTICS REGARDING LACK OF DIVERSITY OF INDIVIDUALS THAT 
HAVE THINGS NAMED AFTER THEM. 
o QUESTION BY TREPAGNIER: ARENT SOME NAMED AFTER PEOPLE WHO GAVE MONEY, THOUGH? 
o YES, BUT I THINK THEY HAVE PROCESS IN PLACE, STILL. 
• DEBATE BY WARREN: I WORK WITH CAMPUS DIVERSITY, SAW CAMPUS CLIMATE SURVEY. SURVEY 
REVEALED A LOT OF WHITE, HETEROSEXUAL MALES FEEL COMFORTABLE ON CAMPUS, BUT THAT PEOPLE 
OF MORE VARIED IDENTITIES DO NOT FEEL AS COMFORTABLE, AND ARE NOT COMFORTABLE WITH 
STAYING.THINK THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT, AS IT WILL PROVIDE MORE RESOURCES AND MORE DIVERSITY 
IN NAMING AND WILL PROVIDE OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE MORE STUDENTS FEEL REPRESENTED AND 
COMFORTABLE. 
• DEBATE BY MAJOR: (SORRY IF OUT OF ORDER, BUT I’M GLAD TO BE BACK ☺ MISSED YALL). SOME PEOPLE 
MAY HAVE BAD PASTS, MAY HAVE NOT DONE ONLY GOOD THINGS, BUT WE ARENT LOOKING FOR THOSE 
BAD THINGS AND REPLACE THEM. THIS LEGISLATION IS SUPPORTING DIVERSITY. IT IS RECOGNIZING THAT 
NAMING SYSTEM WE PREVIOUSLY HAD, HAS FAILED US, AND WE’RE LOOKING TO REPLACE IT WITH 
SOMETHING THAT WILL HELP FIX IT, AS TO NOT LET IT FAIL US AGAIN. AS WE ARE REPRESENTATIVES OF 
OUR STUDENT BODY, WE SHOULD REPRESENT ALL THOSE STUDENTS, AND CELEBRATE THE DIVERSITY. I 
DON’T THINK ITS FAIR TO CALL IT BLANK CHECK, AS THERE IS AN AUTONOMOUS GROUP TO NAME THE 
THINGS, WE HAVE OUR SAY, AND I THINK OUR SAY SHOULD BE SUPPORTING POSITIVE CHANGE.  
o QUESTION BY LANDRY, B: WHAT ABOUT THE GUY WHO LYNCHED PEOPLE, HOW WOULD WE 
ADJUST CRITERIA, STUFF LIKE THAT 
o MAJOR: DON’T THINK WE SHOULD KEEP NAMES AFTER SOMEONE WHO HAS DONE SUCH HORRIBLE 
THINGS, BUT JUST WOULD LIKE TO LOOK AT RENAMING TO HELP SUPPORT THE DIVERSITY ON 
CAMPUS. 
o QUESTION BY GAUTHIER: HOW MANY BUILDINGS IS THIS FOR, IS THIS FOR ALL? 
▪ MAJOR, YIELD TO AUTHORS: OUR GOAL IS TO SUPPORT THE MISSION OF RENEW LSU, 
NOT FOR A SPECIFIC NUMBER OR SET NAME OF BUILDINGS. 
o QUESTION BY CHEATWOOD: SO NOT NAMING, MAY THIS BE TOO VAGUE? 
▪ MAJOR, YIELD TO MARTIN: WE’D LIKE TO SUPPORT THE MISSION OF DIVERSITY, AND 
ARE NOT CLARIFYING SPECIFIC RENAMINGS AT THIS TIME. 
o QUESTION, REGARDING NAMING: MAJOR RESPONDS, YES, EVEN MINORITY LEADERS WHO HAD 
BAD PASTS WOULD ALSO NOT BE CONSIDERED FOR BUILDING NAMES. THE NAMES WOULDN’T 
JUST BE FOR DIVERSITY, BUT STILL REFLECT GOOD INDIVIDUALS. 
• DEBATE BY OLIVER: ADDRESSING THIS BEING CALLED A BLANK CHECK: THIS CLAIMS THAT WE’D LIKE TO 
SUPPORT DIVERSITY, TO REFLECT OUR STUDENT BODY AND OUR STATE, WHICH WOULDN’T PERMIT THE 
RENAMING OF SOMETHING AFTER JUST ANYONE, THEY’D STILL FIT THE CHARACTER TO PROMOTE THE 
DIVERSITY 
• DEBATE BY LANDRY, JO.: HEARD BLANK CHECK THIS AND THAT, BUT THIS ISNT. THIS SIMPLY SUPPORTS 
DIVERSIFICATION, BUT NOT NAMING COMMITTEE. SURE WE COULD HAVE DISCUSSIONS ON NAMES FOR 
WHO SHOULD/SHOULDN’T GAIN SUPPORT FOR RENAMING. YES, SEMMES SHOULD BE RENAMED, AS 
CHARGED WITH PIRACY, TREASON, HAD SHIP CALLED ALABAMA, WE MIGHT AS WELL BE SELLING 
HOUNDSTOOTH CAPS. BUT THAT DISCUSSION IS FOR ANOTHER DAY, THIS DIVERSITY DISCUSSED IN THE 
LEGISLATION IS ALL THAT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED RIGHT NOW. FULLY IN SUPPORT, URGE FAVORABLE 
PASSAGE. 
o QUESTION BY DUPRE: WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO YIELD TO AUTHORS FOR A QUESTION? 
▪ LANDRY YIELDS 
o DUPRE: IS IT KNOWN IF WE WOULD EVEN BE A SOURCE OF CONSIDERATION FOR NAMING, HAVE 
WE BEEN ASKED TO SHARE OPINION FOR NAMING, OR SUGGESTING NAMES? 
o MARTIN, M AND BELL: RENEW LSU HAS DONE WORK AND RESEARCH REGARDING OTHER 
SUGGESTED NAMES, THIS NOW IS OUR SUPPORT TO DIVERSIFY, BUT SPECIFICS DISCUSSED LATER 
• DEBATE BY PORCHE, FOR THE LEGISLATION 
• CLOSING COMMENTS: (BELL) RENAMING SOME OF THE BUILDINGS ON CAMPUS, SPECIFICS TO COME LATER 
ON; BUT THE SUPPORTING OF THE RENAMING TO PROMOTE DIVERSITY OF OUR CAMPUS WOULD DO GREAT 
THINGS TO HELP DIVERSE STUDENTS FEEL MORE COMFORTABLE. YES, SLIPPERY SLOPE DISCUSSED ABOUT 
WHEN WILL DISCUSSIONS ON SPECIFICS START/END, BUT THAT IS NOT THIS – THIS IS A FIRST STEP TO 
SHOW THAT WE WOULD LIKE TO SUPPORT THE MISSION OF RENEW. (MARTIN, M) WE CANNOT CHANGE 
OUR HISTORY, BUT WE CAN CHANGE HOW WE CHOOSE TO CELEBRATE IT. WHAT WE NAME THINGS, WHAT 
WE PROJECT IS IMPORTANT IN TERMS OF HOW WE DISPLAY OUR SENSE OF COMMUNITY AND OUR SUPPORT 
FOR DIVERSITY ON CAMPUS. LET US NOT ALLOW OUR DEFENSIVENESS TO GET IN THE WAY OF THIS FIRST 
STEP TOWARD MAKING A REAL CHANGE ON CAMPUS TO HELP IMPROVE THE LIVES, THE COMFORT, AND 
THE FEELING OF BEING WELCOME TO DIVERSE AND MINORITY STUDENTS ON CAMPUS. URGE FAVORABLE 
PASSAGE. 
• WITH 91% IN FAVOR, SGR NO. 15 PASSES. 
 
 SGR NO. 18 BY SENATOR LACOUR A RESOLUTION TO URGE AND REQUEST 
THE OFFICE OF AUXILIARY SERVICES AND 
THE TIGER CARD OFFICE TO IMPLEMENT 
CHANGES REGARDING PREFERRED NAMES 
OF LSU IDENTIFICATION CARDS 
• OPENING COMMENTS: SOME STUDENTS DO NOT GO BY THEIR LEGAL NAME, WHETHER STUDENTS ARE 
LGBTQ+, SIMPLY GO BY DIFFERENT NAMES, OR HAVE WANTED TO CHANGE THEIR NAME, THEY’RE NOT 
ABLE TO HAVE THIS ON THEIR TIGER CARD.  
• QUESTION BY GREEN: WOULD THIS VOID THE TIGERCARDS AS BEING A LEGAL FORM OF IDENTIFICATION 
BECAUSE SOME WOULD BE LEGAL AND OTHERS WOULD BE PREFERRED? 
o IT WOULD HAVE, I MET SOMEONE EARLIER, I’M PROPOSING AMENDMENT WHERE THE TOP LINE 
NAME WILL BE PREFERRED, BUT LEGAL NAME WILL ALSO APPEAR ON IT WITH SIGNATURE 
• QUESTION BY CHALPIN: WILL THERE BE VETTING FORM? FOR NAME, OR SOME WAY TO TRY TO PROVE IF 
YOU GO BY THE NAME OR NOT? 
o I’M SURE THERE WOULD BE SOME KIND OF VETTING PROCESS, TO PREVENT STUDENTS FROM 
CHANGING THEIR NAME TO SOMETHING THAT THEY DO NOT TRULY IDENTIFY THEMSELVES AS 
• QUESTION BY GREEN 
• QUESTION BY WARREN: DO YOU AGREE THAT LEGAL NAMES ARE GIVEN TO PEOPLE, AND PREFERRED 
NAMES ARE ABLE TO BE AUTONOMOUSLY CHOSEN? AND, THAT PREVENTING STUDENTS FROM BEING ABLE 
TO BE IDENTIFIED BY THEIR PREFERRED NAME IS OFFENSIVE, TRAUMATIC, AND HARMFUL TO STUDENTS? 
o I DEFINITELY AGREE 
• QUESTION BY BLACK: WILL THIS ALSO CHANGE NAME ON MOODLE? 
o NO, MOODLE NAME MUST BE CHANGED THROUGH REGISTRAR 
• QUESTION BY TREPAGNIER: HOW WILL YOU IDENTIFY USING TIGER CARD ON TESTS AND SUCH? 
o TIGER CARD WILL ALSO DISPLAY LEGAL NAME, WHICH ALIGNS WITH THAT ON MOODLE, UNLESS 
CHANGED TO MATCH PREFERED NAME. 
• DEBATE: SENATOR EL-RACHIDI WITH COMMITTEE REPORT: FAVORABLE IN COMMITTEE, THOUGHT THIS 
WAS GOOD MOVING FORWARD TO SUPPORT ALLOWING STUDENTS TO SELECT THEIR PREFERRED NAME 
• DEBATE BY PORCHE: URGE FAVORABLE PASSAGE, IN SURVEY, 57% OF THOSE SURVEYED WENT BY A 
PREFERRED NAME THAT WAS NOT THEIR LEGAL NAME 
o QUESTION BY STIRLING: WHAT WERE SOME OF OTHER QUESTIONS ON SURVEY? 
o IF HAD PREFERRED NAME, WHAT USED AS LEGAL ID, IF USED TIGERCARD AS LEGAL ID, IF 
ATTENDED LSU, ETC. 
• DEBATE BY PERKINS: IN FAVOR OF THIS BILL. WHEN AUTHOR FIRST PURSUED THIS INITIATIVE, DID 
RECEIVE PUSHBACK FROM ADMINISTRATION, BUT WITH SHOWING THAT STUDENTS WOULD BENEFIT 
FROM THIS, THEN THIS IS DEFINITELY A FIRST STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION. URGES ADMINISTRATORS 
TO LISTEN AND UNDERSTAND STUDENTS. PUSHBACK SHOWED THAT THIS IS NECESSARY FOR UNIVERSITY 
ADMINISTRATORS TO WORK TOGETHER TO FORM POLICY FOR THIS, AND IMPROVE METHODS. I THINK THIS 
LEGISLATION WILL HELP A LOT OF STUDENTS 
• DEBATE BY IHEDORO: I HAVE A NAME THAT IS OFTEN BUTCHERED, I THINK HAVING OPPORTUNITY TO 
HAVE PREFERRED NAME WOULD BE HELPFUL TO SO MANY STUDENTS. 
• DEBATE BY LANDRY, JO.: BROUGHT UP BY SOMEONE WHO WORKS WITH OFFICE OF DIVERSITY, THAT IF 
SOMEONE WHO MAY HAVE GENDER IDENTITY DIFFERENT THAN THAT OF THEIR BIRTH SEX. IF AT SOME 
POINT THEY ARE REFERRED TO BY THE NAME GIVEN TO THEM LEGALLY AND NOT THEIR PREFERRED 
NAME, THEY MAY BE SUBJECT TO ABUSE. THIS WOULD HELP MANY STUDENTS WITH DIFFERENT GENDER 
IDENTITIES. BUT ALSO, THIS IS HELPFUL TO STUDENTS WHO COME FROM DIFFERENT AREAS, OR 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS WHO WOULD PREFER TO GO BY A DIFFERENT NAME. ALSO, WHEN IS THE LAST 
TIME THAT ANYONE HAS CALLED OUR SPEAKER, ‘JAMES’? SOME PEOPLE MAY SIMPLY HAVE PREFERRED 
NAMES THAT DIFFER FROM THEIR LEGAL NAME. 
o QUESTION BY WARREN: IS IT TRUE THAT LOUISIANA (LIKE MANY STATES) REQUIRES 
INDIVIDUALS TO HAVE SOME FORM OF LEGAL ID AT AGE 18? 
o POINT OF CLARIFICATION BY SCOTT, L: YES, THAT IS CORRECT 
• DEBATE BY PERKINS: IN MEETING WITH FACULTY AND STAFF, SOME HAVE EVEN BEEN UNABLE TO BE 
RECOGNIZED BY LSU AS HAVING CHANGED THEIR NAME. THOSE DIVORCED, THOSE MARRIED, THOSE 
WANT TO ADJUST THEIR NAMES TO REFLECT HOW THEY NOW IDENTIFY THEMSELVES. 
• DEBATE BY SHRESTHA: I AGREE WITH PREVIOUS SPEAKER. I RECENTLY GOT MARRIED, SO EVEN THOUGH I 
HAVE A NEW LAST NAME, I STILL PUT MY MAIDEN NAME AS MY PREFERRED LAST NAME. I THINK HAVING 
THAT OPTION IS IMPORTANT. 
• MOTION TO PASS BY UNANIMOUS CONSENT; SECONDED 
• SGR NO. 18 PASSES BY UNANIMOUS CONSENT 
 
 LO NO. 16 BY SPEAKER MICKLER  A LEGISLATIVE ORDER TO APPOINT THE 
STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FORTY-
SIXTH LSU STUDENT SENATE 
• PASSED BY UNANIMOUS CONSENT 
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